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Abstract: In this paper, polymeric specimens are produced via the Fused Deposition Modelling
(FDM) technique. Then, experimental tensile and compression tests are conducted to evaluate the
main mechanical properties of elements made of PolyLacticAcid (PLA) material. A standardized
characterization test method for FDM 3D printed polymers has not been developed yet. For this
reason, the ASTM D695 (usually employed for polymers produced via classical methods) has been
here employed for FDM 3D printed polymers after opportune modifications suggested by appropriate
experimental checks. A statistical analysis is performed on the geometrical data of the specimens to
evaluate the machine process employed for the 3D printing. A capability analysis is also conducted on
the mechanical properties (obtained from the experimental tests) in order to calculate acceptable limits
useful for possible structural analyses. The Young modulus, the proportional limit and the maximum
strength here defined for PLA specimens allow to confirm the different behavior of FDM printed PLA
material in tensile and compressive state. These differences and the calculated acceptable limits for
the found mechanical properties must be considered when this technology will be employed for the
design of small structural objects made of PLA, as in the present study, or ABS (Acrilonitrile Butadiene
Stirene). From the statistical and capability analysis, the employed printing process appears as quite
stable and replicable. These types of research together with other similar ones that will be conducted
in the future will allow to use polymeric materials and the FDM technique to produce small structural
elements and also to carry out the appropriate verifications.

Keywords: Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM); PolyLacticAcid (PLA); tensile tests; compression tests;
experimental tests; capability analysis; statistical analysis.

1. Introduction

In the recent years, several researchers have been worked on additive technologies and studied
the effects of processing parameters on the mechanical properties of 3D printed specimens. As the
mechanical properties of FDM printed polymeric structures are intrinsically low, these researches aim
to improve printed components by working on processing parameters and on additive typologies.
Mechanical properties of 3D printed elements, made of polymeric materials (such as the Acrylonitrile
Butadiene Styrene (ABS) and the PolyLactic Acid (PLA)) and produced via the Fused Deposition
Modelling (FDM) technique, are not apriori known because the raw polymeric filaments undergo
various transformations during the printing process; for example, they are melted, dropped and then
spread on a printing plane. In order to correctly evaluate the mechanical properties of 3D printed
polymeric elements, they must be evaluated in a systematic way by also defining the possible statistical
limits. The aim of the present paper is to explore the tensile and compressive performances of 3D FDM
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printed elements made of PLA in order to evaluate its mechanical behavior and to explore its potential
for future structural applications.

Additive Manufacturing (AM) processes are usually based on the production of layer-by-layer
elements, a classification was proposed in Levy et al. [1] where different materials and production
techniques were shown. AM methodology was patented in 1984, in particular SLA (Stereolithography)
technology for resins. AM technologies for powders and wires were introduced later. In classical
production procedures, the material is subtracted from a raw part. The brilliant future of AM
technology was discussed in Lu et al. [2] where its enormous potential was clearly indicated and
several applications were shown. Carlier et al. [3] proposed a study to investigate the possibility to
produce implantable devices via the 3D FDM technology. The physical properties of these elements
were difficult to be determined and they depended on the deposition temperature, deposition
rate and layer thickness used in the printing process. Other important biomedical applications
of 3D printing technologies can be found on the works of Raj et al. [4] and Mohd Pu’ad et al. [5].
The difficulties in the determination of correct mechanical properties of polymeric elements printed via
AM were also discussed on the works of Dana et al. [6], Jiang et al. [7] and Elmrabet and Siegkas [8].
These properties must be defined using opportune tests such as tensile, bending, compression, fatigue
and impact tests [9]. The most important conditions to produce elements via 3D printing processes
were discussed on the work of Duty et al. [10]. In the work of El Moumen et al. [11], the effect of
pores formation on the mechanical properties of 3D printed polymeric elements was investigated.
This study was conducted using the homogenization technique based on the RVE (Representative
Volume Element) notion. Gebisa and Lemu [12] demonstrated that the process parameters influence
the tensile properties of high-performance ULTEM 9085 polymeric material printed via 3D FDM
technique. Harshitha and Rao [13] combined PLA and ABS for the 3D FDM printing of a nut and a
bolt, the structural analysis was performed using the ANSYS commercial code. The PLA as well as
ABS bolts were correlated with each other and evaluated. FDM and conventional injection molding
techniques were employed to produce elements made of PLA, ABS or Nylon 6 in [14]. Then, these
elements were compared in terms of physical and mechanical characteristics. The proposed results
can provide a guide to manufacturing the final products using FDM with the desired performance.
In [15], 3D FDM printed bi-material laminates made of PLA and PLA Carbon Black (PLA CB) (using
different raster orientations) were investigated and the mechanical behaviour was analyzed via the
Classical Lamination Theory (CLT). In [16], the FDM technique was also applied to continuous fiber
reinforced thermoplastic composites and an innovative extruder for the FDM process was developed.
Parandoush and Lin [17] and Popescu et al. [18] wrote useful review papers about the different
printing methods such as Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM), Laminated Object Manufacturing
(LOM), StereoLithography (SL) and Extrusion and Selective Laser Sintering (SLS). They also underlined
practical and useful features, key process parameters and limitations, common and real applications.
Readers can refer to these review articles for further insights on the subject. FDM technology combined
with the use of PLA and ABS is very common in the literature because these polymeric materials
are particularly suitable for being produced with this type of additive manufacturing technology.
An innovative experimental method was shown in [19] to investigate how the printing factors influence
the mechanical properties of the produced elements. Semi-analytical, numerical and experimental
methods was used in [20] to investigate the mechanical properties of 3D printed sandwich panels
when the weight was reduced. PLA elements produced via high density 3D printing method could
have an orthotropic elasto-plastic response which was characterised by a strong tension-compression
asymmetry. This feature was developed in [21] where the investigated material was tougher in
the extrusion direction than in the transverse direction. Another possibility was the carbon fiber
reinforced polymer sandwich structures printed by means of the 3D technology [22] and embedding
cores having different shapes such as honeycomb, rhombus, rectangle or circle ones. Three-point
bending tests were performed to investigate how the maximum load and the flexural modulus
increased when the core density also increased. In [23], these thermoplastic composites were classified
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as particle-, fiber-, nanomaterial-based composites and polymer blends; for all these configurations,
the increasing of the FDM temperature could give benefits in terms of printing characteristics. However,
the mechanical properties of printed pure polymeric elements remain low and there is an important
necessity to develop new printed polymer composites having higher performances [24]. For these
reasons, Yadav et al. [25] analyzed how the main FDM parameters influenced the tensile strength of
ABS, PETG and multi-materials constituted by ABS and PETG. The main investigated parameters were
extrusion temperature, layer thickness and material density. A similar topic was investigated in [26]
where the ultimate tensile strength of FDM printed PLA elements was analyzed via both theoretical
models and experimental tests to see the effects of the printing angles. The tensile strength and Young
modulus of PLA elements produced via 3D FDM printing were determined in [27] as functions of
printing angle and layer thickness. Two innovative theoretical models were employed, the first model
was based on transversely isotropic material hypothesis and Tsai-Hill strength criterion, the second
one was based on orthotropic material hypothesis and plane stress state conditions. Afrose et al. [28]
proposed a study about the fatigue characteristics of PLA parts processed through FDM. Similar
studies about the fatigue behavior of polymeric FDM printed parts were also proposed in [29,30].
Torres et al. [31] investigated the influences of printing parameters on the material properties of FDM
printed PLA components tested in torsion. The work of Berzal et al. [32] applied the finite element
methodology to analyze the mechanical behaviour of PLA parts produced via fused deposition with
a 3D printer. The most accurate way to model the actual response of PLA parts in a torsion test
was shown.

Structural objects made of polymeric materials and produced via Fused Deposition Modelling
(FDM) technology are not so common in the literature because of the difficulty to evaluate the
mechanical properties of these parts. Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) is usually much more used
to produce structural elements. In [33], the Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) and the Fused Deposition
Modelling (FDM) methodologies were deeply discussed, these technologies are based on the Computer
Aided Design (CAD). Finite Element, analytical and experimental methods (opportunely combined
as discussed in [34]) are fundamental to show the main advantages given by 3D printing processes
when they are employed for the production of advanced systems and structures in important fields
such as aerospace, mechanical, civil and biomedical engineering ones. In [35], the SLS was used for the
manufacturing of a metallic multifunctional sandwich panel including a trabecular core. It was used
as a valid alternative to classical de-icing and anti-icing systems of recent aircrafts in order to obtain
significant advantages in terms of performances and weight reduction. From the comparison between
SLS and FDM technologies, it is clear how the last one is not usually used to produce structural
elements because of the difficulties in the determination of their mechanical properties. For this
reason, in recent years, the present authors worked to improve this feature and important studies
were performed for FDM printed elements made of ABS and PLA. The idea was to use these materials
and the FDM method for the production of small structural elements when they are subjected to low
load levels as in the case of the design and FDM manufacturing of a small multipurpose modular
drone made of PLA [36,37]. This drone, known as PoliDrone, has been patented in 2018 [38]. The SLS
technology cannot be applied to this project for economical and weight increasing reasons.

The most recent works of the present authors about the use of FDM method for the production of
structural elements made of PLA and/or ABS are here discussed to better understand the collocation
of the present paper. Brischetto et al. [39] analyzed the compression behavior of FDM printed ABS
specimens by investigating the ultimate static compression stress and the opportune slenderness
ratio to avoid the buckling phenomenon. Experimental tests on FDM produced specimens made of
ABS and PLA were conducted in [40] to perform their mechanical characterization using a possible
analogy with unidirectional long fiber reinforced composites. In this way, the orthotropic behavior
hypothesis could be used to determine the nine basic engineering constants to define the 3D matrix of
elastic coefficients; this matrix could be useful for the Finite Element analysis of structural parts of a
small 3D printed drone. In order to correctly perform the experimental mechanical characterization
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of FDM printed ABS and PLA specimens, it is important to evaluate the machine process in terms of
statistical parameters as given in [41]. In [42,43], different sandwich configurations were preliminary
investigated; homogenous and honeycomb cores were printed and PLA and/or ABS were used for
the core and for the skins. In these preliminary analyses, the honeycomb sandwich specimens with
core and skins made of the same PLA were identified as the most promising configuration in terms of
mechanical performances and weight reduction ratio.

The present paper proposes tensile and compression experimental tests for FDM printed
specimens made of PLA in order to evaluate the main mechanical properties such as the linear
Young modulus, the linear elastic limit stress (or proportional limit) and the ultimate tensile strength.
For each mechanical property, statistical and capability analyses are performed by means of a normal
Gaussian distribution in order to determine an appropriate range for the design values. The geometrical
parameters of each specimen have been measured and evaluated from a statistical point of view in
order to analyze the machine process stability. The study of the mechanical properties has been
performed to understand the process parameter effects and to remark the differences between the
tensile and compressive states. The work is organized in the following way: Section 2 is devoted to the
description of produced specimens and the collection of their geometrical data; experimental tests are
described in Section 3 where the main mechanical parameters for tensile and compressive behavior
are collected; statistical and capability analysis for geometrical data and mechanical properties of
compression and tensile tests is shown in Section 4; the main conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Production of Specimens and Geometrical Data

Both specimen types for tensile and compression tests were made of the same black PolyLactic
Acid-PLA (produced by Shenzhen Eryone Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China) and they were
produced via the 3D Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) technique. A professional 3D printer was
employed for the production of both specimens for compression and tensile tests, it was the Funmat HT
(this 3D printer is based on the Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) technology which is often also called
FDM, even if this last one is sometimes considered as a peculiarity of the Stratasys devices). The tensile
specimens had the typical dog bone shape and the compression specimens were parallelepipeds with a
square cross section and an opportune length in order to avoid buckling phenomena (see the Standard
references ASTM D638 [44] and ASTM D695 [45] for tensile and compressive tests, respectively).

2.1. Specimens for Tensile Test

The specimens for tensile tests had the shape and the main geometrical dimensions as indicated in
Figure 1. The 3D CAD draw was converted in the STL (Standard Triangulation Language) format. In it,
each external and internal surface was described with an opportune number of triangles. The slicing
operation allowed the conversion of the file STL in a Gcode format in order to give the main instructions
to the Funmat HT printer for the production process. As clearly indicated in Figure 2, the printing plane
was the xy one and the layers were summed along the z direction; therefore, the printing direction
was the x one with raster angle orientation sequence equals ±45◦ in order to have a criss-cross
sequence with rectilinear infill. This choice should give a quasi-isotropic behavior although small
additional shear stresses may occur due to some small differences between the various deposited layers.
The production of the 12 specimens was performed printing 6 specimens at the time in two different
moments. Each family belongs to two different printing sets. This grouping could have repercussions
on the geometrical and mechanical data as will be demonstrated in the following sections. The main
printing data [37,40] were: the first layer thickness equals 0.2 mm, the thickness of the further layers
equals 0.1 mm, a number of perimeter beads equals 1 and infill density equals 100% with a rectilinear
fill pattern. The infill speed was 30 mm/s. The extruder temperature for the first layer was 215 ◦C,
it became 210 ◦C for the other layers. The bed temperature for the first layer and the subsequent
printed layers was imposed equal to 30 ◦C.
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Figure 1. Geometrical data (in millimeters) of the dog bone specimen for tensile tests.

Figure 2. Printing plane for dog bone specimens for tensile tests.

From Figure 1, the nominal or target geometrical data were: overall length of the specimen in
the x direction equals 180 mm, length of the reduced section in the x direction equals 57 mm, reduced
section width in y direction equals 13 mm, thickness of the specimen in the z direction equals 5 mm.
The target value for the weight was 18.18 g and it was obtained by considering the volume of the
specimen as given by the CAD model, and then multiplying it for the infill density equals 1 and for
the mass density of the PLA equals 1.25 g/cm3. The real geometrical data for each produced specimen
were measured by means of a digital caliper, the weight of each specimen was determined using a
digital weight scale. The real data and the target or nominal values were given in Table 1 where the
12 specimens were divided in two families composed of 6 specimens per each one (see the first column).
It was not possible to correctly measure the length of the reduced section in the x direction by means
of the digital caliper because of the presence of the curvature, in this case we had only the target value
given in the last line of the second column. The target values for each geometrical dimension were
always given in the last line. The third column gives the measured width of the reduced section in
the y direction. The fourth column shows the measured values for the thickness of the specimens in
the z direction. The fifth column gives the weight of each specimen as determined by means of the
digital weight caliber. Finally, the last column gives the mass density obtained as the weight divided
for the target value V = 14.541 cm3 of the volume as given by the software employed for the CAD
draw (this choice is due to the complexity of the geometry of the dog bone specimen which makes it
impossible to define its actual volume through true measurements). Therefore, the weight and mass
density are proportional by means of a constant such as the volume V. For this reason, the statistical
and capability analyses for the weight and the mass density are coincident and we will show only the
first one.
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Table 1. Measured geometrical data, weights and mass densities for the 12 produced specimens
(divided in two families) for tensile tests.

Specimen (Family) X [mm] Y [mm] Z [mm] W [g] ρ [g/cm3]

1 (1) - 13.00 4.96 18.09 1.244
2 (1) - 13.00 4.93 18.05 1.241
3 (1) - 13.01 4.93 17.97 1.236
4 (1) - 13.07 4.96 18.11 1.245
5 (1) - 13.02 4.98 18.05 1.241
6 (1) - 13.04 4.92 18.12 1.246
7 (2) - 13.01 4.93 17.94 1.234
8 (2) - 12.96 4.92 18.00 1.238
9 (2) - 13.00 4.88 17.86 1.228

10 (2) - 13.01 4.91 17.92 1.232
11 (2) - 12.97 4.92 17.82 1.226
12 (2) - 13.02 4.89 17.96 1.235

TARGET 57.00 13.00 5.00 18.18 1.250

The geometrical data and the weight values shown in Table 1 will be used in Section 4 in order to
perform a capability and statistical analysis useful to investigate the process machine stability.

2.2. Specimens for Compression Test

The specimens for compression tests had the shape and the main geometrical dimensions as
indicated in Figure 3. The 3D CAD draw was converted in the STL format. The parallelepiped-shape
specimen had 6 faces and for each face two triangles were sufficient to describe all the internal
and external surfaces. Therefore, 12 triangles were enough for the triangulation of the entire
parallelepiped-shape specimen. The slicing operation allowed the conversion of the STL file in a
Gcode format in order to give the main instructions to the Funmat HT printer for the production
process. As clearly indicated in Figure 4, the printing plane was the xy one and the layers were summed
along the z direction; the same ±45◦ criss-cross sequence with rectilinear infill already employed for
specimens for tensile tests was here used. The 12 specimens were printed in two different periods by
giving two families composed by 6 specimens per each one. The main printing data were the same
already seen for specimens for tensile tests, the only difference was for the perimeter beads [37,39].
In the present case, no perimeter beads were used because of the simplicity of the geometry and also
to avoid unwanted reinforcement phenomena in the compression direction.

40 
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Figure 3. Geometrical data (in millimeters) of the parallelepiped-shaped specimen for the compression tests.
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Figure 4. Printing plane for parallelepiped-shaped specimens for compression tests.

From Figure 3, the nominal or target geometrical data were: overall length of the specimen in
the x direction equals 40 mm, dimensions of the square cross section were 12.7 mm in both directions
y and z. The target value for the weight was 8.06 g and it was obtained by considering the volume
of the specimen (as given by the CAD model) multiplied for the infill density (equals 1) and for the
mass density of the PLA equals 1.25 g/cm3. The real geometrical data for each produced specimen
were measured by means of a digital caliper and the weight of each specimen was determined using
a digital weight scale. The real data and the target or nominal values are given in Table 2 where the
12 specimens were divided in two families composed of 6 specimens per each one (see the first column).
The target values are always given in the last line of the table. The second column shows the length of
the specimens in the x direction. The third column gives the measured width of the cross section in
the y direction. The fourth column gives the measured width of the cross section in the z direction.
The fifth column gives the weight of each specimen determined by using the digital weight caliber.
The last column gives the mass density calculated as the weight divided for the nominal volume
V = 6.452 cm3 as given by the software for the CAD draw. The capability and statistical information
given by the mass density are the same that will be provided by the weight study for the reasons
already explained in the section about the specimens for tensile tests.

Table 2. Measured geometrical data and weights for the 12 produced specimens (divided in two
families) for compression tests.

Specimen (Family) X [mm] Y [mm] Z [mm] W [g] ρ [g/cm3]

1 (1) 39.75 12.46 12.56 7.73 1.198
2 (1) 39.77 12.49 12.58 7.77 1.204
3 (1) 39.78 12.45 12.56 7.72 1.197
4 (1) 39.80 12.49 12.59 7.77 1.204
5 (1) 39.84 12.49 12.63 7.73 1.198
6 (1) 39.80 12.43 12.60 7.68 1.190
7 (2) 39.84 12.55 12.63 7.77 1.204
8 (2) 39.79 12.55 12.62 7.79 1.207
9 (2) 39.79 12.52 12.59 7.76 1.203

10 (2) 39.84 12.49 12.61 7.74 1.200
11 (2) 39.76 12.53 12.59 7.77 1.204
12 (2) 39.83 12.46 12.60 7.71 1.195

TARGET 40.00 12.70 12.70 8.06 1.250

The geometrical data and the weight values shown in Table 2 will be used in Section 4 in order to
perform a capability and statistical analysis useful to investigate the process machine stability.
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3. Experimental Tests and Mechanical Properties

The tensile test was conducted in accordance with the standard reference ASTM D638 [44] and the
compression test was conducted in accordance with the standard reference ASTM D695 [45]. The same
test machine was employed in both cases, the two grips used in the tensile test were replaced by two
flat plates in the case of the compression tests. Both test types were conducted at constant speed for
the movement of the upper crossbar. This crossbar moved upward in the case of the tensile test and
downward in the case of the compression test.

3.1. Results for Tensile Test

A standardized tensile test method for FDM printed polymers has not been developed yet [37,40];
therefore, the standardized ASTM D638 [44] procedure for classical polymer testing has been
used. This standard suggests the use of specimens with a dog bone shape and a constant speed;
hence, the speed of 5 mm/min was used and the data were acquired using a frequency of 20 Hz.
Moreover, the tensile tests were performed with the MTS QTest machine having a 10 kN load cell,
where tensile load P[N] and displacement ∆L of the upper crossbar in [mm] were saved. From these
data, it was possible to obtain the stresses σ in MPa and the no-dimensional strains ε:

σ =
P
wt

, ε =
∆L
L0

, (1)

where w and t are the cross section dimensions of the reduced section, w is the width and it is measured
in millimeters in the Y direction, t is the thickness and it is measured in millimeters in the Z direction.
Finally, L0 is the length of the reduced section in the X direction equals 57 mm (the target value is
employed in this last case because this geometrical data is not easy to be measured via a digital caliper;
the other parameters have been measured for each specimen).

Figures 5 and 6 show the stress-strain curves of the performed tensile tests for the first group of
six specimens belonging to family 1 and for the second group of six specimens belonging to family 2,
respectively. In each image, the linear elastic Young modulus Elin in MPa, the maximum stress
or ultimate tensile strength σmax in MPa and the proportional limit stress σpro in MPa are clearly
indicated. The linear elastic Young modulus Elin is the proportionality coefficient between stresses
and deformations for the linear elastic region. It represents the slope of the linear elastic part and it is
calculated through a linear regression as remarked by the black line. The ultimate tensile strength σmax

is the maximum stress value tolerable by the specimen before breaking and in the curve it is given by
the maximum value reached by the stress on the stress-strain curve. The proportional limit stress σpro

is the value where the stress-strain curve deviates by 5% from the linear behavior (see the black line to
evaluate such a deviation). Above it, the region is nonlinear but still elastic (which means absence of
residual deformations).

The mechanical data given by Figures 5 and 6 are summarized in Table 3. The first column shows
the tested specimens and the family to which they belong, the second column gives the linear elastic
Young modulus for each specimen, the third column indicates the ultimate tensile strength and the last
column shows the proportional limit stress. All these data will be employed in Section 4 to perform a
statistical and capability analysis in order to evaluate the limits and to give opportune design values,
no reference or target values are available in the case of mechanical parameters.
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Table 3. Collected mechanical data obtained from the tensile tests conducted on the two families
of specimens.

Specimen (Family) Elin [MPa] σmax [MPa] σpro [MPa]

1 (1) 2554.7 63.9 50.2
2 (1) 2607.2 63.3 49.0
3 (1) 2504.2 61.7 49.3
4 (1) 2430.0 61.6 49.0
5 (1) 2403.5 59.3 51.6
6 (1) 2473.5 62.8 47.8
7 (2) 2661.0 58.2 43.9
8 (2) 2705.8 61.0 39.4
9 (2) 2513.3 62.8 47.9

10 (2) 2668.7 59.9 43.6
11 (2) 2455.1 62.0 45.4
12 (2) 2611.4 61.4 42.5
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Figure 5. Stress-strain (σ-ε) tensile test curves for the first 6 specimens of family 1.
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Figure 6. Stress-strain (σ-ε) tensile test curves for the second 6 specimens of family 2.

3.2. Results for Compression Test

One of the possibilities for the geometry of the tested specimens suggested by the standard
reference ASTM D695 [45] is the use of parallelepiped-shaped specimens with a square cross section.
A standardized test method for FDM 3D printed polymers has not been developed yet; therefore,
the ASTM D695 for classical polymers has been employed [37,39]. A constant speed for the downward
movement of the upper crossbar is requested, this speed is here equal to −1.8 mm/min (the reference
standard usually suggests −1.3 ± 0.3 mm/min, the actual speed value employed in the present tests is
greater in order to correct some problems for data acquisition in the machine used in our department).
The frequency of data acquisition is equal to 20 Hz, these data are the applied load P in Newton and
the displacement ∆L of the upper crossbar in millimeters. From these data, it is possible to obtain the
stresses σ in MPa and the no-dimensional strains ε by using the same Equation (1) already seen for the
tensile test. In the case of the compression test, w is the width in millimeters of the square cross section
of each tested specimen in the Y direction, t is the width in millimeters of the square cross section of
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each tested specimen in the Z direction and L0 is the length of each specimen in the X direction in
millimeters (all these data are the actual values of each specimen).

The slenderness ratio is the ratio between the free length of inflection or effective length of
the specimen and the least radius of gyration of its cross section. The standard reference suggests
values between 11:1 and 16:1 in order to avoid buckling phenomena. The specimens here printed
have a slenderness ratio value roughly equal to 11:1. In fact, the effective length is equal to 40 mm
(the presence of the two plane plates can be considered as simply supported boundary conditions) and
the least radius of gyration of a square cross section is equal to 0.289w.

Figure 7 shows the stress-strain curves of the performed compression tests for the first group
or family, only 5 specimens are given because the test for the first one was not successful and it was
considered as failed. Figure 8 shows the stress-strain curves of the performed compression tests
for the second group of 6 specimens belonging to family 2. In each image, only the linear elastic
Young modulus Elin in MPa is given because the tests were stopped when the machine MTS QTest
arrived to the maximum applicable load P equals 10 kN (which is the value of the employed load cell).
For this applied load, only a linear elastic region is clearly showed and no proportional limit stresses
and ultimate tensile strengths can be defined in an appropriate way. The black line represents the
linear elastic region and its slope is the linear compression Young modulus obtained from a linear
regression. In each image of Figures 7 and 8, a toe point is clearly shown which is a point with a
horizontal tangent between two different linear elastic regions. This toe point is due to a specimen
misalignment, which is generated by a slipping in the grips, with a consequent realignment with
respect to the load application direction. This phenomenon is a mechanical test characteristic and not a
material characteristic. The standard reference ASTM D638 [44] foresees this toe point and it suggests
to calculate the linear elastic Young modulus in the linear elastic region after this toe point. For this
reason, the black line is drawn parallel to the red curve.

The mechanical data given by Figures 7 and 8 are summarized in Table 4 where only the linear
elastic Young modulus for each specimen is proposed in the second column (except for the first one
because the first test was not successful and it was considered as failed). The other columns are empty
because the ultimate tensile strength and the proportional limit stress cannot be determined for the
reasons already explained. All these data will be employed in Section 4 to perform a statistical and
capability analysis in order to evaluate the limits and to give opportune design values; no reference or
target values are available in the case of mechanical parameters.

The comparison between the linear elastic Young modulus obtained from the tensile test with that
obtained from the compressive test remarks the difference of the mechanical behavior between the
two states: the tensile and compressive one. This feature is a peculiarity of the FDM printed polymeric
elements and it must be always considered in the design approach.
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Figure 7. Stress-strain (σ-ε) compression test curves for the first 5 specimens of family 1.

4. Statistical and Capability Analysis

This section is devoted to the statistical and capability analysis of geometrical and mechanical
data for both tensile and compression specimens and related experimental tests. Therefore, this section
is organized in four main parts.

4.1. Geometrical Data of Specimens for Tensile Test

The main geometrical data of specimens employed for the tensile test are summarized in Table 1
using the grouping in two main families. The values for the X dimension are not given because the
length of the reduced section cannot be measured due to the presence of the curvature.

First of all, for an appropriate capability analysis, it is important to understand if the collected
data can be represented using a normal distribution [41]. This information is provided in Table 5
and in Figures 9–11 via two indexes defined as AD-value (Anderson Darling value) and the P-value
(Probability value). If low values for AD are calculated, this feature means that the proposed data can
be successfully investigated by using a normal distribution, this conclusion can be further validated
via the determination of an high value for the P-index (this last one varies from 0 to 1 and it must be
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usually greater than an opportune treshold value, this value has been set equals 0.05 in the present
paper). As shown in graphical summaries and probability plots reported in Figures 9–11 and in the
AD-value and P-value lines of Table 5, the normality test has been successfully passed by the two
dimensions Y and Z and also by the weight W. The normal distribution analysis allows the calculation
of a mean value µ and a standard deviation σ̂. These two parameters have been defined for all the
12 specimens (see the first part of Table 5) giving an overall capability analysis defined in the long
period. In the second and third part of Table 5, the capability analysis has been separately performed
for the first and second family, each one composed by 6 specimens; this type of analysis is defined
as potential or within capability analysis because it is carried out in the short period. By definition,
a process is usually more stable in the short period with respect to the long period because in the short
period there are fewer dispersion factors in the production process. This conclusion is confirmed for
both the dimensions Y and Z and also for the weight W: this feature is clear from the observation
of the values for standard deviation σ̂, Cp and Pp proposed in the related tables and figures and also
by the observation of the Gaussian curves for overall and within periods proposed in the process
capability report shown in Figures 9–11 (the dotted Gauss curve is always higher and narrower than
the Gauss curve with a continuous line). The calculation of the mean value µ and the standard
deviation σ̂ allows the definition of a range between an Upper Specification Limit (USL) and a Lower
Specification Limit (LSL). In the present study, a σ̂-level equals 4 has been imposed and the limits are
calculated as USL = µ + 4σ̂ and LSL = µ − 4σ̂. This choice gives that the 99.38% of the next produced
specimens should have geometrical dimensions and weights inside the range with limits USL and LSL.
These results confirms how the use of the FDM technology for polymeric materials is a good quality
process as demonstrated by the successfully use of the σ̂-level equals 4.

Table 4. Collected mechanical data obtained from the compression tests conducted on the two families
of specimens.

Specimen (Family) Elin [MPa] σmax [MPa] σpro [MPa]

1 (1) - - -
2 (1) 2053.4 - -
3 (1) 2041.0 - -
4 (1) 2027.5 - -
5 (1) 2026.8 - -
6 (1) 2031.5 - -
7 (2) 1990.4 - -
8 (2) 2093.0 - -
9 (2) 2048.5 - -

10 (2) 2016.4 - -
11 (2) 2033.1 - -
12 (2) 2023.5 - -

The dimension Y has a mean value equals 13.0079 mm with standard deviation equals
0.029637 mm. The σ-level 4 gives the USL equals 13.1265 mm and the LSL equals 12.8894 mm.
The target value for Y is 13.00 mm; therefore, it is inside the range and very close to the mean
value. The target value is smaller than the mean value. These data are already satisfactory but
they can be also appropriately used to further improve the printing process of future specimens
by opportunely re-scaling the initial draws by using appropriate re-scaling factors obtained from
differences in percentage between the target and the mean values.

The dimension Z has a mean value equals 4.9274 mm with standard deviation equals 0.027820 mm.
The σ-level 4 gives the USL equals 5.0386 mm and the LSL equals 4.8161 mm. The target value for Z is
5.00 mm, therefore, it is inside the range and very close to the mean value. The target value is greater
than the mean value. These data are already satisfactory but they can be also appropriately used to
further improve the printing process of future specimens.
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Figure 8. Stress-strain (σ-ε) compression test curves for the second 6 specimens of family 2.

The weight W has a mean value equals 17.9901 g with standard deviation equals 0.097526 g.
Using these data, a σ-level 4 gives a range with limits USL = 18.3802 g and LSL = 17.6000 g. The target
value for W is 18.18 g and it is inside the range. The weight is not a direct parameter but it derives
from the dimensional data (X, Y and Z) and from the parameters chosen for the printing process.
Therefore, the target value is not so close to the mean value (in particular, if compared with the cases
already seen for Y and Z). A further improvement could be obtained using this analysis and the
previous considerations already seen for the dimensions Y and Z.

The conducted analyses allow the evaluation of the printing process in terms of dimensions of
the specimens and their weights. The results seem satisfactory and they can be also useful to further
improve the quality of the production of the future specimens for tensile tests. This feature could
be also useful to improve the mechanical property results because the tests will be performed on
specimens with geometric properties all very similar to each other.
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Table 5. Summary of the capability analysis for the dimensions and weight of the produced specimens
for the tensile test.

X Y Z W

All the 12 specimens

Mean value µ - 13.0079 4.9274 17.9901
Stand. dev. σ̂ - 0.029637 0.027820 0.097526
LSL - 12.8894 4.8161 17.6000
USL - 13.1265 5.0386 18.3802
AD-value - 0.369 0.313 0.223
P-value - 0.368 0.504 0.777

The first six specimens of the family 1

Mean value µ - 13.0222 4.9461 18.0648
Stand. dev. σ̂ - 0.027642 0.022002 0.055869

The second six specimens of the family 2

Mean value µ - 12.9936 4.9086 17.9154
Stand. dev. σ̂ - 0.026022 0.019363 0.066369

Figure 9. Graphical summary, probability plot and process capability report for the dimension Y of the
12 produced specimens for tensile test.

Figure 10. Graphical summary, probability plot and process capability report for the dimension Z of
the 12 produced specimens for tensile test.
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Figure 11. Graphical summary, probability plot and process capability report for the weight W of the
12 produced specimens for tensile test.

4.2. Geometrical Data of Specimens for Compression Test

The main geometrical data of specimens used for the compression test have been collected in
Table 2 where the families of the printed specimens are clearly indicated. These data will be here used
for the appropriate capability analysis [41].

A preliminary study is performed to understand if the capability analysis can be developed using
a normal distribution for the collected data. This study is provided using some information shown
in Table 6 and in Figures 12–15, the observation of the AD-value and the P-value is fundamental.
The graphical summaries and probability plots shown in Figures 12–15 and the AD-value and P-value
given in the last two lines of the first part of Table 6 confirm that the normality test has been successfully
passed by all the dimension parameters and the weight. Therefore, the Gaussian normal distribution
can be employed for such an analysis: a mean value µ and a standard deviation σ̂ can be calculated
for the dimensions X, Y and Z and for the weight W. These two statistical parameters have been
calculated for all the 12 specimens in order to perform a capability analysis in the long period (see the
first part of Table 6) and for each family composed by 6 specimens in order to perform a potential or
within capability analysis carried out in the short period (see the second and third part of Table 6).
From a theoretical point of view, a process is usually more stable in the short period with respect to
the long period. This feature is confirmed for the dimensions Y and Z. On the contrary, the stability
in the long period is very similar to the stability in the short period in the cases of dimension X and
weight W. This last feature comes from the observation of the values for standard deviation σ̂, Cp and
Pp proposed in the related tables and figures and also by the observation of the Gaussian curves for
overall (curves with a continuous line) and within (dotted curves) periods proposed in the process
capability report shown in Figures 12–15.

The dimension X has a mean value equals 39.7975 mm with standard deviation equals
0.032063 mm. The σ-level 4 gives the USL equals 39.9258 mm and the LSL equals 39.6692 mm. The target
value for X is 40.00 mm, it is outside the range even if it not so far from the mean value. The target
value is greater than the mean value.

The mean value of the dimension Y is 12.4904 mm with a standard deviation equals 0.039194 mm.
By imposing a σ-level equals 4, the range has limits USL = 12.6472 mm and LSL = 12.3336 mm.
The target value equals 12.70 mm is outside the range and far from the mean value.

The dimension Z has a mean value equals 12.5958 mm and a standard deviation equals
0.023069 mm. These data have been used with a σ-level equals 4 to define a range with limits
USL = 12.6881 mm and LSL = 12.5036 mm. The target value 12.70 mm is out side this range but it is
not so far from the mean value.
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The data calculated for X, Y and Z dimensions could be used to improve the printing process of
future specimens by means of an opportune re-scaling of the original draws.

The weight W has a mean value equals 7.7447 g and a standard deviation equals 0.031206 g.
These two parameters employed in a σ-level 4 analysis give a range with limits USL = 7.8695 g and
LSL = 7.6198 g. The target value is 8.06 g, it is outside the limits. The weight is not a geometrical
and direct parameter because it depends by the specimen dimensions and by the printing process.
Therefore, an improvement for this parameter is a cumbersome problem and it also depends on the
previous investigated geometrical data.

Table 6. Summary of the capability analysis for the dimensions and weight of the produced specimens
for the compression test.

X Y Z W

All the 12 specimens

Mean value µ 39.7975 12.4904 12.5958 7.7447
Stand. dev. σ̂ 0.032063 0.039194 0.023069 0.031206
LSL 39.6692 12.3336 12.5036 7.6198
USL 39.9258 12.6472 12.6881 7.8695
AD-value 0.488 0.267 0.167 0.452
P-value 0.180 0.619 0.916 0.225

The first six specimens of the family 1

Mean value µ 39.7886 12.4667 12.5858 7.7335
Stand. dev. σ̂ 0.030155 0.026442 0.026957 0.032561

The second six specimens of the family 2

Mean value µ 39.8064 12.5142 12.6058 7.7558
Stand. dev. σ̂ 0.034098 0.036423 0.014289 0.027980

Figure 12. Graphical summary, probability plot and process capability report for the dimension X of
the 12 produced specimens for compression test.

4.3. Mechanical Properties From Tensile Test

The mechanical properties obtained from the tensile tests have been grouped in Table 3, the first
column gives the tested specimens and in parentheses there is the related family, the second column
shows the linear elastic Young modulus for each specimen, the third column gives the ultimate tensile
strength and the last column shows the proportional limit stress. These data will be used in this section
to perform the appropriate capability analysis [41].
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Figure 13. Graphical summary, probability plot and process capability report for the dimension Y of
the 12 produced specimens for compression test.

Figure 14. Graphical summary, probability plot and process capability report for the dimension Z of
the 12 produced specimens for compression test.

Figure 15. Graphical summary, probability plot and process capability report for the weight W of the
12 produced specimens for compression test.
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The capability analysis is performed using a normal distribution for the presented data.
The correctness of the use of the normal distribution is confirmed by the observation of the AD-values
and P-values given in Figures 16–18 (see the related graphical summaries and probability plots) and in
the last two lines of the first part of Table 7: all these information confirm that the normality test has
been successfully passed by all the mechanical parameters. Therefore, the Gaussian normal distribution
can be used for this analysis and a mean value µ and a standard deviation σ̂ can be calculated for the
linear elastic Young modulus Elin, the ultimate tensile strength σmax and the proportional limit stress
σpro. The mean value and the standard deviation have been calculated for all the 12 specimens in order
to perform a capability analysis in the long period (see the first part of Table 7). The 12 specimens
have been then grouped in two families (each one composed by 6 specimens) in order to perform a
potential or within capability analysis carried out in the short period (see the second and third part
of Table 7). In general, a process is usually more stable in the short period with respect to the long
period. This feature is confirmed for the all the calculated mechanical parameters as clearly shown by
the observation of the values for standard deviation σ̂, Cp and Pp proposed in the related tables and
figures, and also by the observation of the Gaussian curves for overall and within periods proposed in
the process capability report shown in Figures 16–18.

The linear elastic Young modulus Elin has a mean value equals 2549.0333 MPa with standard
deviation equals 100.860861 MPa. The σ-level 4 gives the USL equals 2952.4768 MPa and the LSL
equals 2145.5899 MPa. This range means that the 99.38% of future specimens should have a value for
the linear elastic Young modulus inside these limits. The USL or the LSL can be used as design values
depending on the type of analysis (statics, dynamics and so on). For example, in a static analysis,
the LSL can be employed as design value in order to perform a conservative verification. Similar
considerations can be made for all the mechanical properties defined in this section. No target values
exist for all the proposed mechanical properties because they have been defined in this paper for the
first time.

The ultimate tensile strength σmax has a mean value equals 61.4917 MPa and a standard deviation
equals 1.684938 MPa. A σ-level 4 means the USL equals 68.2314 MPa and the LSL equals 54.7519 MPa.
The future specimens should have an ultimate tensile strength σmax inside this range in the 99.38% of
the cases. In a structural verification, the LSL can be used as ultimate tensile strength in order to be
more conservative as possible.

Table 7. Summary of the capability analysis for the mechanical properties of the specimens subjected
to the tensile test.

Elin σmax σpro

All the 12 specimens

Mean value µ 2549.0333 61.4917 46.6333
Stand. dev. σ̂ 100.860861 1.684938 3.646501
LSL 2145.5899 54.7519 32.0473
USL 2952.4768 68.2314 61.2193
AD-value 0.258 0.245 0.371
P-value 0.652 0.697 0.363

The first six specimens of the family 1

Mean value µ 2495.5167 62.1000 49.4833
Stand. dev. σ̂ 76.544717 1.638292 1.290607

The second six specimens of the family 2

Mean value µ 2602.5500 60.8833 43.7833
Stand. dev. σ̂ 98.222375 1.635135 2.844937
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Figure 16. Graphical summary, probability plot and process capability report for the linear elastic
Young modulus Elin of tensile test.

Figure 17. Graphical summary, probability plot and process capability report for the ultimate strength
σmax of tensile test.

Figure 18. Graphical summary, probability plot and process capability report for the proportional limit
stress σpro of tensile test.
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The proportional limit stress σpro has a mean value equals 46.6333 MPa with standard deviation
equals 3.646501 MPa. The σ-level 4 gives the USL equals 61.2193 MPa and the LSL equals 32.0473 MPa.
This range means that the 99.38% of future specimens should have a value for the proportional limit
stress inside these limits.

4.4. Mechanical Properties From Compression Test

The mechanical property obtained from the compression tests is only the linear elastic Young
modulus Elin because the tests were stopped when the machine arrived to the maximum applicable
load P equals 10 kN: for this maximum value, only a linear elastic region is clearly showed and
proportional limit stresses and ultimate tensile strengths cannot be defined in an appropriate way.
Therefore, Table 4 shows only the data for the linear elastic Young modulus. Moreover, the first
family contains only 5 specimens because the first one did not give correct results in the related
compression test. The capability analysis for the linear elastic Young modulus Elin has been performed
using a Gaussian normal distribution because the AD-value and P-value proposed in the graphical
summaries and probability plots of Figure 19 and in the last two lines of the first part of Table 8 confirm
the validity of this approach for such a set of data. The mean value µ and the standard deviation σ̂

have been calculated for all the 11 specimens in order to perform a capability analysis in the long
period (see the first part of Table 8) and for each family in order to perform a potential or within
capability analysis carried out in the short period (see the second and third part of Table 8). In general,
a process is usually more stable in the short period with respect to the long period [41]. This feature
is not confirmed by the values for standard deviation σ̂, Cp and Pp proposed in the related table and
figure and also by the observation of the Gaussian curves for overall and within periods proposed in
the process capability report shown in Figure 19. This inconsistency could be due to the small size of
the specimens and the small number of produced and tested specimens.

Figure 19. Graphical summary, probability plot and process capability report for the linear elastic
Young modulus Elin of compression test.
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Table 8. Summary of the capability analysis for the mechanical properties of the specimens subjected
to the compression test.

Elin

All the 12 specimens

Mean value µ 2035.0091
Stand. dev. σ̂ 25.549030
LSL 1932.8130
USL 2137.2052
AD-value 0.444
P-value 0.230

The first five specimens of the family 1

Mean value µ 2036.0400
Stand. dev. σ̂ 11.234901

The second six specimens of the family 2

Mean value µ 2034.1500
Stand. dev. σ̂ 34.678221

The linear elastic Young modulus Elin for the compression behavior has a mean value equals
2035.0091 MPa with standard deviation equals 25.549030 MPa. By comparing results of Table 8
with those of Table 7, it is clear how the PLA elements printed by means of the FDM process
have not the same behavior in compression and tensile state. This is a fundamental feature for
the design of structural elements made of PLA and produced via FDM. For example, in a buckling
analysis, the compressive properties must be used in place of tensile properties in order to obtain
correct results. This last point is an important difference with respect to metallic elements produced
via classical technologies where no differences are remarked between the compressive and tensile
mechanical properties.

By imposing σ-level equals 4, the range has limits LSL = 1932.8130 MPa and USL = 2137.2052 MPa.
Future printed specimens will have compression linear elastic Young modulus inside these limits in
the 99.38% of the cases. The USL or the LSL can be used as design values depending on the type of
compression analysis (statics, dynamics and so on). No target value exists for this mechanical property
because it has been defined in this paper for the first time.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the tensile and compression mechanical properties of FDM 3D-printed PLA
elements were discussed after appropriate experimental tests. No recognized standards exist for
the quantification of the mechanical properties of FDM components. For this reason, the authors
used the geometric characteristics for the quantification of mechanical properties of bulk polymers.
Therefore, the production process was also investigated. Using the reference dimensions of the
produced specimens, the differences between the target and the mean values were remarked via a
capability analysis with a sigma-level equals 4. For each dimension, a range between the USL (Upper
Specification Limit) and the LSL (Lower Specification Limit) was showed. The tensile linear elastic
modulus, the ultimate tensile stress and the proportional limit stress were identified through a test
on a statistically significant sample. The compressive linear elastic modulus was also determined
over the same sample-size of the previous test. 3D printed PLA has a non-symmetric behaviour for
tensile and compression configurations: in fact, in in-plane loading scenarios, PLA appeared to be
less stiff but more resistant in compression. A deep analysis of the obtained mechanical properties
was presented; despite a certain scatter of the data, the authors verified their normal distribution and
identified the LSL-USL range for the 99.38% of future components, also proposing design values for
different structural analyses (e.g., static and dynamic ones).
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In conclusion, the printing process appears quite stable. In fact, the geometrical target values are
often inside the range defined between the USL and the LSL using a σ-level equals 4. The geometrical
target values are often close to the mean values, the differences in percentage between the target
and the mean values can be used in the future to re-scale the CAD draws and, therefore, to improve
the printing process quality. In general, no significant differences in terms of standard deviation
for geometrical data are shown between specimens for tensile tests and those for compression tests.
This feature means that the 3D printing process is satisfactory for both specimen types. From the tensile
tests, the mean value for the linear elastic Young modulus is 2549.03 MPa, the LSL is 2145.59 MPa
and the USL is 2952.48 MPa. These values are completely different from those obtained in the
compression tests: in these cases, the linear elastic Young modulus is 2035.01 MPa as mean value with
LSL equals 1932.81 MPa and USL equals 2137.20 MPa. These data show as the behaviors for tensile
and compressive states are completely different and this feature is fundamental when FDM printed
elements made of PLA are used as structural parts. In the case of tensile tests, the ultimate strength and
the proportional limit stress have been also defined in terms of means values and standard deviations.
Therefore, the ultimate strength has a mean value equals 61.4917 MPa with LSL = 54.7519 MPa and
USL = 68.2314 MPa; the proportional limit has a mean value equals 46.6333 MPa with limits equal to
LSL = 32.0473 MPa and USL = 61.2193 MPa. Such values were not defined in the case of compression
tests because the related specimens are more resistent and the test machine arrived to the maximum
applicable load only defining the linear compressive Young modulus. The tensile and compressive
mechanical characteristics of FDM printed PLA elements will be fundamental in the future design
structural analyses.
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